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“You think the battle for real health care reform is over? John Geyman
says ‘Not on your life!’ And, by the way, your life is what’s at stake.
This former Republican country doctor and long-time respected
scholar, editor, and advocate for reform that puts the patient, not the
industry, first, has issued an informed, convincing, and passionate
account of why the battle has just begun, and how we, the people,
can win.”
—Bill Moyers, author of Moyers on Democracy
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of
2010 (PPACA) is being spun as the answer to our
problems of health care access, costs and quality.
But the dirty little secret is that the reform effort
has been stolen by the very corporate interests
that have perpetuated and profited from these
problems for years. The result is a bailout of a
failing insurance industry and a bonanza for Wall
Street. Most Americans and Main Street lose once
again. The need for real health care reform remains
urgent. This well-documented book charts a path
to that end.
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This book is available in paperback, and will
soon be available as a Kindle eBook
“Dr. John Geyman’s Health Care Wars is a tour de
force—replete with facts that are organized for reader
understanding and civic arousal. Citing irrefutable
evidence from unrebutted studies, in properly enraging
detail about lost lives and plundered family budgets,
Dr. Geyman lays down the steps needed to replace
corporatized, wasteful, corrupt health sales with full
Medicare for all, containing incentives for prevention,
cost control and the rise of honest, competent health
care as if people matter first.
Health Care Wars is a remarkably comprehensive,
contextual and action-driven book with some
marvelously insightful cartoons which show that in
humor there is truth.”
—Ralph Nader, author of the recent
Getting Steamed to Overcome Corporatism
Build It Together to Win
“It has long been recognized that health care does not
follow the rules of free markets, yet the United States
continues to rely on a dysfunctional financing system
that fails to correct for these market deficiencies. In Health Care Wars, John Geyman shows us how
this has been a disaster, while providing us hope through the prospect of empowerment of patients and
taxpayers.”
—Don McCanne, M.D., Senior Health Policy Fellow, Physicians for a National Health Program (PNHP)
“Americans don’t have a health care system, they have a free enterprise system beholden to corporate
executives, shareholders and investors from the industries that benefit the most from high costs. While
pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies and medical product companies profit, taxpayers are
getting squeezed at an accelerating rate. To make sense of the system and understand why the health care
cost debate is only beginning you have to read the succinct words of one of America’s wise men, John
Geyman, MD. Regardless of what the Supreme Court decides and which party controls Washington,
Dr. Geyman’s words of wisdom will guide us for the foreseeable future. A must read for all interested in
health care policy.”
—Charles North, MD, MS Captain (ret) United States Public Health Service,
professor of family and community medicine, University of New Mexico
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“As always, John Geyman’s feet-on-the-ground,
eyes-on-the-horizon writing about health care in
America brings lucidity to the topic. Geyman tells
us in Breaking Point that generalism in medicine
has been run over by specialism and that’s not
good for the system or for us. Breaking Point
analyses our current dilemmas and points to the
changes needed to rebuild primary care as the
strong central pillar of health care in America. It is
Geyman at his best.”
—Fitzhugh Mullan, M.D., Murdock Head Professor of
Medicine and Health Policy, The George Washington
University
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